






























































A Dialect App for Lithuanian 
Dialectology
Christa Schneider
Revitalizing Baltic Linguistics in Bern
Overview
> Introduction
> Lithuanian study in perceptual dialectology
— Aims and design
— Findings
> Smart phones and dialectology
— Switzerland and Great Britain
— Plans for Lithuania
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— It‘s about people‘s lay linguistic impression of certain dialect groups and 
their language areas
— First studies in late 19th century
— Dennis Preston in the 1980ies
— Today frequently used approach in variational linguistics
Introduction
> Traditional dialects in 
Lithuania




– Differ amongst other 
things in realisation 
of the diphthong uo
!
Lithuanian study in perceptual dialectology
> Aims:
— Status of dialects within Lithuanian society
— Importance of Lithuanian dialects
— Where and when are dialects spoken in Lithuania




– Distributed to 302 students of Vilnius University
– 285 valid questionnaires analysed
Lithuanian study in perceptual dialectology
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No Yes I don't know
Lithuanian study in perceptual dialectology
> Lithuanian dialects have a rather low prestige
> Tendency that dialect speaker as less educated
> But: Importance of Lithuanian dialects
Smart phones and 
dialectology
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Smart phones and dialectology
Plans for Lithuania
> Historical data of the Lietuviu kalbos atlasas allow the design of
such an App
> Variables have already been fixed
> Excel files have been feed with data, translations have been made
and recordings will follow soon
Problems, Limitations
> Quality of data, problems with crowd sourcing and big data (big
data = bad data?)
> Issues to be discussed: Where to save the data? Data for who? 
Ethical issues? 
> And many others...
> Funding
Thank
you for
your
attention!
